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 The crowd awaits the arrival of the magnificent 
Friesians into the show ring. People have come  
a long way to see this rare breed up close.  
Two jet-black Friesians come into view. They are 
wearing harnesses and pulling an elaborate 
carriage driven by a man in a top hat.  
All eyes are on the noble horses as they 
move briskly around the ring. They are  
a spectacular sight!

 Many people consider Friesians to  
be one of the most beautiful horse 
breeds in the world. With their 
striking black coats, flowing manes, 
and long tails, the elegant horses 
are always an impressive sight. 
The breed is also known for its 
calm, friendly temperament. 
Horse lovers around the world 
admire the good looks and 
gentle nature of the Friesian.
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 Friesians are large draft horses that usually weigh 
between 1,300 and 1,600 pounds (590 and 730 
kilograms). They stand14 to 17 hands high at the 
withers. This is 4.6 to 5.6 feet (1.4 to 1.7 meters) tall.

 Friesians are easy to recognize. Almost all 
purebred Friesians are entirely black. Some have a 
small white marking called a star on their foreheads. 
Older Friesians appear brown in color because their 
black coats lighten after years of being in the sun. 
Friesians have long and elegant heads and necks. 
The tips of their small, alert ears bend slightly inward. 
They have strong, muscular bodies and powerful 
hindquarters. Their steps are high and springy. 
Friesians have long hair called feather on the back  
of their lower legs. Their manes and tails are long, 
thick, and wavy. Some manes and tails grow so  
long that they touch the ground!
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